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either side of him, appeared fascinated by Uryen! Dud had
never seen them in the man's company before. Were they
always like this to him, or was their behaviour just now due
to their knowledge that Mr. Cumber really was intending to
take some practical advantage of the fellow's erudition in Welsh
matters ?
But as he let their host continue indicating the nature of
the contribution he wanted, of which the most important as-
pect appeared to be the precise number of words required, he
took the opportunity to study Mr. Quirm's attitude to it all
with a growing interest. The look of the man to-day bewildered
him not a little. Was he one of those exceptional human beings
whose bodily appearance depended on some secret intention of
their inner will ?
Our friend, as a romantic student of history, had come to
explain many old psychological riddles on this ground, namely
by the power that certain rare natures have been given, of
changing their "protective colouring" for private ends of their
own.
All his former physical impressions of "this man of his
mother's" required readjustment in his mind as he saw him
now in this pleasant lounge chatting so plausibly with the
young Wyes. His face had subsided from the majestic and
relapsed into the handsome. His features had lost—or was
it that between the bright sunshine and the hospitable fire
this peculiarity was momentarily obscured?—that look of be-
ing formed out of mountain mist that struck No-man so much
on former occasions. His dusky hair no longer resembled some
queer kind of moorland moss. His eyes, though their expres-
sion remained veiled and indistinct, had no longer that semi-
mortuary look.
And the man, though his corduroy trousers were by no
means new and his sweater inappropriate enough to the
occasion, looked quite at his ease, neither abashed nor ner-
vous, and in no sense like a desperate suppliant for financial
aid.
He caught our friend's glance fixed upon him and a natural
and even mischievous smUe flickered over his lips, as much
as to say: "You needn't worry about me, my lad. Look to
yourself!"
From Enoch Quirm Dud's glance wandered to Jenny and

